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Sustainable management and protection of landscapes are needed to safeguard biodiversity and
ecosystem services in line with the UN Sustainable Development Goal 15 (Life on Land, United
Nations, 2015). It is generally agreed that protected areas are suitable means to achieve this
goal. The post-2020 targets of the Convention on Biological Diversity (UNEP, 2020) aim at a
conservation of 30% of land by 2030, a goal which is also addressed in the Biodiversity Strategy
of the European Union (EU) (European Commission, 2020). However, degrees of protection, i.e.,
to what degree human interference in these areas is restricted, can differ considerably. For instance,
the IUCN protected area categories IV (Habitat/species management area) and V (Protected
Landscape/Seascape) allow for human modification, and hence face human pressure, while more
strict categories, such as Ia (Strict Nature Reserve) or II (National Park) face lower pressure (Jones
et al., 2018). Strict protection can be in conflict with human interests when it comes to direct use
of nature and related ecosystem services, for example, timber extraction that might be limited in
protected areas (Oldekop et al., 2016). Cultural services like recreation, however, can be either
enhanced (e.g., increased attraction due to absence of disturbance) or constrained (e.g., due to
access limitations) depending on the degree of protection (Paracchini et al., 2014). Hence, tradeoffs between biodiversity, ecosystem services and human use can occur when designating protected
areas. Many protected areas, as a consequence, have been designated “high and far” (Joppa and
Pfaff, 2009), i.e., in mountainous, distant areas with low opportunity costs of conservation. There is
thus a search for strategies that allow for a balance between sustainable human use and protection
(or restoration) of biodiversity in landscapes managed and used by people (Tobón et al., 2017;
Kremen and Merenlender, 2018). Based on a zoning approach, UNESCO biosphere reserves are a
type of designated area that aim at finding such a balance.
Since 1976, the UNESCO Man and the Biosphere (MAB) programme aims at connecting
conservation of biodiversity with the sustainable use of ecosystem services, including sustainable
economic development and the protection of cultural diversity (Bridgewater, 2016). To achieve
this, biosphere reserves (BRs) implement a zoning approach. Each BR consists of three
zones with different functions and degrees of protection: (1) the core area focusing on
strict protection and conservation of biodiversity, (2) adjacent buffer zones which allow for
ecologically sound activities such as environmental education and training with respect to
local knowledge and traditions and limited human interference, and (3) the transition area
with least restrictions for sustainable ecosystem service use and socio-culturally sustainable
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(http://inspire.gov.hu), the Portuguese national information
system SNIG (https://snig.dgterritorio.gov.pt/), the geoserver
of the Slovak Environment Agency (http://maps.geop.sazp.sk/
geoserver/web/), the Geo-Portal of Wales (http://lle.gov.wales/),
Scotland’s Nature Agency data portal (https://gateway.snh.gov.
uk/natural-spaces/), the Latvian OZOLS database (https://ozols.
gov.lv/pub), and the Mississippi Geospatial Data Catalog (http://
opendata.gis.ms.gov/). In addition, we collected spatial data that
single BR authorities or third parties provide on their websites
such as in Estonia, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia,
and Sweden (Supplementary Table 1).
As in some cases zoning data were not available as vector data
or was incomplete as we could not reach BR officials, we digitized
core area, buffer zone and transition area manually on the
basis of maps that were provided on the respective BR websites
(Supplementary Table 1, code “manually digitized” in column
“Source of data”). To do so, zoning maps were georeferenced
to available spatial data of the outer boundary or particular
zones (e.g., in cases where spatial data were available only for
the core area) in the Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection.
BR zones were then created as polygon features on the basis of
the georeferenced zoning maps. All spatial data were processed
and digitized in ArcMap version 10.8 (ESRI) and projected to
Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection (EPSG:3035).
For users of the dataset who might want to include missing
BRs we suggest considering the database of the Biosphere Smart
foundation (http://www.biospheresmart.org/) which includes
several additional BRs.

economic and human activity (Price et al., 2010; UNESCO, 2021).
As a consequence, distinct levels of human-nature interactions
can be expected in the different zones, leading to varying
disturbances and ecosystem service provision.
BRs support science by serving as functioning models or
laboratories for implementing sustainable development goals and
undertaking research on how to connect economic development,
human activities and biodiversity conservation, which is aimed
for by the MAB programme (UNESCO, 2016; Reed, 2018). The
collaboration with research and scientific institutions in order
to undertake applied research on sustainable development is
an important goal of the Lima Action Plan (UNESCO, 2016).
However, spatial data of the zones of BRs are scarce and available
openly only for a limited number of BRs and from scattered
sources. For instance, the World Database on Protected Areas
(WDPA) by UNEP-WCMC (https://www.protectedplanet.net)
covers only the outer boundaries of some BRs or in many
cases merely point data which roughly indicate the location
of a reserve. So far, many studies that analyse biodiversity or
ecosystem service potential of BRs, have not taken the zoning into
account but rely on BRs outer boundaries or single point data per
BR (Plieninger et al., 2013; Harris et al., 2019; Vaz et al., 2020).
To the best of our knowledge, to date no comprehensive data set
of BRs including demarcation of the different zones exists. Within
the course of the project BIOSHARE (from 2019 to 2021) we have
created a dataset that contains an almost complete collection of
zoning data of BRs in Europe. In this data paper we describe the
compilation and production of the European BR zoning dataset
and provide recommendations on its use.

Interpretation of the Dataset
The dataset consists of 153 European BRs (Figure 1;
Supplementary Table 1). Except for three BRs for which only
outer boundaries are available (column “Including zonation” in
Supplementary Table 1), zoning is provided for each BR. The
vector file contains three polygon features for core area (zone 1),
buffer zone (zone 2) and transition area (zone 3) for most BRs.
The related attribute table contains the following information:
“BR_Code” (unique code based on country and name of a
BR), “UNESCO_Name” [BR name according to the UNESCO
EuroMAB website (https://en.unesco.org/biosphere/eu-na)],
“BR_Zone” (1 = core area, 2 = buffer zone, 3 = transition area)
and “Area_ha” (area of the BR zone in ha).
The corresponding data with further detail on
the BRs zonation contain the following columns
(Supplementary Table 1, csv file in the dataset):
“UNESCO_Name” [BR name according to the UNESCO
EuroMAB
website
(https://en.unesco.org/biosphere/euna)], “BR_Code” (unique codes based on country of
BR), “Part_of_dataset” (yes/no), “Reason_for_exclusion,”
“Including_zonation” (yes or no in case of outer boundary
only), “Year_of_zonation_data” (timeliness of available geodata),
“Date_of_download,” “Source of data” (source of the spatial
data or map data), “Country” (country or countries that the
BR is situated in), and “Year_of_designation” (year the BR
was designated).
Column “reason_for_exclusion” includes the following
categories: “no approval” (when geodata are available but

METHODOLOGY
For the European BR dataset we collected geospatial data on
the zoning of BRs that were listed on the UNESCO EuroMAB
website in July 2020 (https://en.unesco.org/biosphere/wnbr). We
included BRs in EU-member and non-EU member states as well
as in EUropean Russia (using the Ural Mountains as eastern
margin). BRs which were withdrawn before July 2020 (https://
en.unesco.org/biosphere/eu-na) were not included in the dataset.
BRs in Turkey, Israel as well as the French BRs Commune de
Fakarava and Archipel de la Guadeloupe were not included since
their geographical location is less relevant for analyses of Europe.
We also excluded BRs which have 100% marine or aquatic core
areas (e.g., Kizlyar Bay, Russia).
For data acquisition we first approached different institutions
on national, regional or local level as well as individual BR
administrations for providing zoning data. In most cases, data
were kindly provided by these institutions or authorities (see
Supplementary Table 1, column “Source of data”).
In a second step, we systematically searched for online
databases providing zoning data of European BRs, including the
geodata portal of the Austrian Federal State of Voralberg (https://
vogis.cnv.at/geodaten/) and the open data portal of Austria
(https://www.data.gv.at/), the Swiss open data portal (https://
opendata.swiss/), the French portal of the National Museum of
Natural History (http://inpn.mnhn.fr), the Hungarian Geoportal
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FIGURE 1 | Overview map of 153 European biosphere reserves included in this dataset (dark green areas; no zones depicted due to perceptibility) and detailed maps
of the zoning of three exemplary biosphere reserves, Pilis (Hungary), Rhön (Germany), Terres de l’Ebre (Spain). All maps projected in EPSG:3035.

Limitations

cannot be published), “no data available” (when geodata could
not be found, not even upon direct contact with responsible
authorities), “sharing only on reasonable request” (when a CC
BY-NC 4.0 license for publishing is missing, but geodata is
available and can be shared on reasonable request), and “to be
delisted by UNESCO.”

Possible limitations on the use of the dataset are grounded in
varying currentness of the zoning data. Any analysis employing
such cross-regional data needs to consider this diversity in time
references as well as take into account local peculiarities of the
environment and the management of the BRs included in the
dataset. Any analysis, should take into account that originally
designated BR zones can be revised and adapted at any point of
time (Price et al., 2010).

Recommendations on Data Use
The dataset comprises spatial information on the extent as well
as on the zones for the majority of European BRs and can be
used for a variety of trans-European analyses. Such analyses
could encompass an assessment of the state or the monitoring
of biodiversity and ecosystem services, either between BRs,
between BR zones or to compare protected areas within
BRs with unprotected areas or with protected areas with a
different management (Palliwoda et al., 2021). Furthermore, the
dataset can be useful as a complement to the World Database
on Protected Areas (WDPA) for analyses on protected areas
in Europe.
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DATA
In total, the dataset comprises 153 BRs in 31 countries
(Supplementary Table 1; Figure 1). We could not find zoning
data from 15 European BRs (see Supplementary Table 1, code
“no data available” in column “Reason_for_exclusion”). For total
BR size the mean is 187,721 ha (sd: 291,271 ha), and the
median is 78,484 ha (first quartile: 38,933 ha; third quartile:
241,362 ha). For core area size the mean is 17,004 ha (sd: 25,368
ha), and the median is 7,830 ha (first quartile: 3,306 ha; third
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FIGURE 2 | Size distribution of biosphere reserves total area and zones (core area, buffer zone, transition area) across the 153 digitized reserves in Europe. Boxplots
depict median values (thick black line) and first and third quartiles (box border).
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quartile: 16,557 ha). For buffer zone size the mean is 59,533
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the mean is 113,426 ha (sd: 222,320 ha), and the median is
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(Figure 2).
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